50 Gb/s short-reach interconnects with DSP-free direct-detection enabled by CAPS codes.
We experimentally demonstrate 50 Gb/s transmission below an uncorrected bit error rate (BER) of 10-3 in the C band over a transmission reach that extends from 0 to 20 km using combined amplitude and phase shift (CAPS) codes. The CAPS signal, which is not required to be specifically dispersion compensated for each reach within the 20 km operating range, is amenable for simple direct detection using a single photodetector without any subsequent digital signal processing (DSP). Hence, the presented solution constitutes a potentially attractive low cost solution for mobile Xhaul applications employing single mode fiber interconnects with reaches extending to 20 km. Furthermore, the CAPS signaling is compared to other modulation schemes all delivering 50 Gb/s and is found to outperform on-off-keying (OOK), 4-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM4) and dispersion precompensated OOK in terms of dispersion tolerance. At a lower reach of 10 km, the maximum bit rate that can be achieved using CAPS coding at a BER below 10-3 is found to increase to 67 Gb/s. In addition, using the same testbed, we experimentally tested the IQ duobinary modulation format, which is an alternative format that approximates the CAPS transmitted waveforms in order to omit the need for a power consuming digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to generate the transmitted waveforms at the expense of slightly worse dispersion tolerance. Though the IQ duobinary format can be in principle generated using a simple DAC-less analog transmitter, our proof-of-concept experiment used a DAC to emulate the analog transmitter by generating the corresponding transmitted waveforms due to unavailability of all required analog parts. The IQ duobinary format was found experimentally to enable 50 Gb/s over a reach of ~17 km; that is slightly less than a CAPS signal at the same bit rate. Finally, we verified the excellent performance of the CAPS signaling in an ASE-limited regime where the CAPS signal achieved very low OSNR penalty after 10 km relative to OOK in back-to-back.